
Learn Why You Need Car Insurance – What You Need to Know

Description

The most crucial advantage of automobile insurance is covering your medical fees and repair costs in
an accident. We’ll review a few additional advantages and why having auto insurance benefits.

When you drive, you are protected by car insurance. In the case of an accident or natural disaster,
your automobile insurance coverage will protect you, your vehicle, and your passengers. If an accident
occurs, your insurance company will pay for the damages covered by your policy. If you do not have
the proper coverage, you will be paying these fees out of pocket.

It is the law to carry the state’s minimum liability auto insurance, but how much car insurance do you
need? Continue reading to discover the benefits of having the correct type of car insurance and where
to locate the most affordable auto insurance rates in your state.

Why do you need car insurance?

There are numerous automobile insurance perks, most of which will keep you out of problems with the
law. Car insurance is required by law in the majority of states. The car insurance coverage varies by
state, but you’ll almost certainly need at least liability coverage to drive lawfully.

Suppose you do not have liability auto insurance or personal injury protection. In that case, you may
face significant medical expenses, court fines, and civil obligations if someone is wounded or killed in
an accident you caused. Failure to carry insurance during an accident may result in criminal charges if
there is a DUI or reckless driving involved. Other advantages of car insurance include coverage
against uninsured drivers and hit-and-run accidents.

Assume you were injured in a significant collision and the other driver fled before you could exchange
information. Your policy will cover your injuries and vehicle damage if you have full coverage
automobile insurance. Unfortunately, every time you submit a claim and use your automobile
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insurance, your auto insurance rates will rise.

What kind of car insurance do you need?

The various types of auto insurance coverage can be divided into three categories:

Your state requires insurance.
Your car lender will require insurance.
Optional insurance protection

The required amount of coverage is determined by state insurance legislation. Most states, for
example, require liability auto insurance, while others need supplemental personal injury protection
(PIP) or medical costs coverage (MedPay).

However, if you are leasing or making payments on your vehicle, your lender may require you to carry
additional coverage. Most banks and lending institutions require full coverage and GAP insurance on
auto loans.

Full coverage auto insurance protects your vehicle in case of an accident, natural disaster, theft, or
vandalism, whereas GAP insurance covers the remaining loan balance if the car is totaled. Optional
insurance coverages aren’t required by law or by a loan, but you may want to include them if you drive
a newer vehicle, have younger drivers on your policy, or reside in a high-risk location.

The following are the most popular optional insurance add-ons:

Roadside assistance
Glass protection
Collision
Comprehensive coverage

Because collision and comprehensive coverage are not needed by law, they are considered optional.
However, if you want to be fully covered, you need to have collision and comprehensive coverage in
your full coverage policy. This will increase your auto insurance rates, but it will save you money if you
are in an accident.

What are the primary benefits of auto insurance?

Is automobile insurance required? Yes, but even if it wasn’t, the benefits of car insurance exceed the
drawbacks. The following are the top three reasons why you should have auto insurance:

Personal accident insurance. Insurance protects against car damage and medical expenditures and
provides dependable transportation.

Third-party liability insurance. Insurance protects you from negligent drivers and uninsured or
underinsured motorists.

There is affordable insurance available. With usage-based auto insurance, you can save money on
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auto insurance by not filing claims, accumulating discounts, and recording excellent driving behaviors.
There are countless other benefits to obtaining automobile insurance, so ensure you protect yourself
and your vehicle with adequate coverage.

The Bottomline

If you’re unsure how much auto insurance you need, start with the state minimums and then examine
whether adding more coverage to your policy is wise. Remember that your car loan or lease
agreement may require you to carry supplementary insurance. Fortunately, you may compare
coverage options from several providers online to choose an insurance that meets your budget. We
recommend comparing three different providers to obtain the most accurate vehicle insurance rates.
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